Irregular Singular Verbs Review

Directions: Write the correct verb on the line. Connect the left side with a logical conclusion on the right. Answers may vary.

1. Marianna _____ * a. their homework. They are “C” students.
2. Fabiola _____ * b. to school in the morning.
3. Richard and Martin _____ * c. breakfast as soon as she wakes up.
4. My cousins sometimes _____ * d. cute dresses to wear to grandma’s house.
5. Angela seldom _____ * e. her work and plays with her children.
6. We always _____ * f. to my grandma’s for Sunday dinner.
7. My family often _____ * g. to the bathroom and brush our teeth first thing in the morning.
8. Laura _____ * h. to the beach. She doesn’t like the sun.
9. My little niece Crista _____ * i. cereal and toast for breakfast.
10. Bob and Lynn _____ * j. her assignments. She’s a great student.
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